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For iPod
A unique and functional sleeve case constructed from RadTech’s remarkable,
super-microfiber Optex fabric. Sleevz allow full control of your iPod directly
through the case via debossed control zones. Your Sleeved iPod also fits very
securely in the Apple clip case. Sleevz will not allow use of the Dock - Must use
cable to sync / charge - will not fit into Apple mini dock.
Carefully insert the bottom of the iPod into the top of the Sleevz - the Sleevz
fits very snugly, and especially so when new, so expect the initial donning to be
mildly laborious. Angle the iPod into the sleeve making sure the top edge of the
Vinyl window doesn’t become folded over on itself. Lifting the display window
so that it does not cling will allow an easier slide.
Once the sleeve is partially on the iPod, use one hand to slide the case on, while
pushing down on the top edge of the iPod with your free hand’s thumb. The
iPod can also be inverted and the sleeve slid downward. Rotate the sleeve as
necessary to align the window and control zones.
Use and Care:
Ensure iPod and Sleevz are clean before donning case and ensure that
debris does not build up between Sleevz and iPod. Remove iPod from Sleevz
periodically to clean iPod and Sleevz case - more frequently if using in dusty
or dirty environments. Certain environmental factors and build up of skin or
body oils on the outside of Sleevz may cause the fabric dyes to bleed onto an
iPod. Regular inspection and case cleaning will prevent this - if bleeding does
occur, use common rubbing alcohol or RadTech Ice Creme’s A polish to remove.
Your Sleevz should be hand washed with mild liquid soap. Air fluff, or lowheat dry. Low heat ironing can be done using a press-cloth - do not place iron
directly on Sleevz.
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